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When I review what I've done during recent two months of the hot summer, when I'm off my classes
for holidays, I found only two real notable activities: fixing and repairing a flash tank for the toilet and
installing several metallic shelves in the balcony of my mother's house.

The only thing that I can mention beside to the empty routine time I've spent, is a sudden decision to
prepare a collection of notes including a few poems, a number of articles and journals, written in and
translated into Persian, referring to the war of Gaza. As, day by day, I was reading items shared and
published about the case, I had discussion with a number of guys in my friends list in Facebook talking
about Palestinians, Hamas, Israel, Zionism, Apartheid, Antisemitism, … and Gaza. I understood that
many of my friends, who followed the events seriously, but could not read texts in English, were absent
in the debates. Therefore, I decided to translate all those materials into Persian, providing an
opportunity for reaching to a broader viewpoint about the duality of Palestine – Israel and resuming
more discussions with and among other friends. Fortunately, now, the two sides of the battle have
agreed on an unlimited ceasefire and thus, one can review the documents regardless of any emotional
reaction. Here, I've enlisted the titles of all the documents I selected for the anthology of “A Chapter for
Gaza”:

– We teach life, Sir!   / a poem by Rafeef Ziada
– The Bomb Lover / a short note by myself referring to the movie of Dr. Strangelove
– Something like Death / a poem by Mahmoud Darwish (translated into Persian by M. Azarm)
– The Names of the Dead Children   / a poem by Michel Rosen
– Arendt: Born in conflict, Israel will degenerate into Sparta and …   / a review by Philip Weiss
– The Girl in Search for Missiles to Throw … / a short note by myself referring to a documentary

photo of a Palestinian girl in ruins of Gaza
– To My Christian Friends Who Side with Israel   / a blog post by Ronia
– Millenials are over Israel: A New Generation, Outraged over Gaza ...   / a feature by David

Palumbo-liu
– How should we talk (and post) about Israel and Gaza …   / a note by J. R. Weinstein (translated

into Persian by K. Behbahani), plus a few comments discussing the recommendations proposed
in the note and my personal note putting forward a number of questions challenging the note

– 25 Points on Gaza   / a review by Corey Robin
– from Soroush / a reference to an excerpt of a note by Iranian thinker A. Soroush (originally in

Persian - +)
– A Few Other Points on Gaza / a few short notes by myself
– I am a Jew and I insist that it is not anti-semitic to criticize Israel for its Gaza crimes   / a note by

Barnaby Raine
– Oh, Rascal Children of Gaza!   / a poem by Khaled Juma

The first edition of “A Chapter for Gaza” is now ready to be published personally and freely on the net.
Although I was thinking for publishing it officially in a printed version, I changed my decision, as I
went deep down the texts and understood that it would suffer a heavy censorship for including
challenging opinions and a critical literature.



Finally, one must not forget that the book of Palestine is still open and it won't be summarized in only a
chapter. Hence, I keep on reading and following other related documents and I may prepare another
chapter sometime in future. Here, you may read more about the conflict and things in its marginalia:

– How Barack Obama learned love Israel   / an opinion editorial by Ali Abunimah
– Survivors and Descendants of Survivors and Victims of Nazi Genocide Condemn Israel's  

Assault on Gaza / a letter signed by 327 persons (translated into Persian by A. Alizadeh)
– Israeli Teenagers: Racist and Proud of it   / a feature by Or Kashti
– Is Hamas winning the Gaza war?   / an opinion by James Dorsey
– The Israeli Republic   / a review by Lior Sternfeld


